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To: Labor and Housing Committee 

From: Katie Spencer White, Executive Director  

Re: LD 211 

Date: February 17, 2021 

 

Good Morning Chairman Rafferty and Committee Members, 

 

I come to you today to ask that you support LD211. This funding will 

support emergency shelters to ensure that we continue to provide 

essential emergency shelter for people in crisis. 

 

Last year I testified in support of LD1909. I spoke of the work we do, 

how critical it is, and then the pandemic hit and everything changed. 

 

The first few months of the pandemic were indescribable. We made it 

up as we went along and trusted that we could meet whatever 

challenges came our way.  

 

And we were right. Despite having fewer staff than when the 

pandemic started, we now serve 33% more people than we did pre-

pandemic.  

 

Not only that, where other services dropped off, we stepped in. We’ve 

supplied food to people placed in hotels by General Assistance which 

is an increase of 25% above what we would prepare for our own 

guests. And when our local food pantry closed its doors due to the pandemic, we expanded our food pantry 

services.  

 

I am extremely proud of our team. We could not do this work without them. But private nonprofit shelters 

cannot compete with what state agencies provide to their workforce. Our shelter is a small business with less 

than 30 employees. Our pay, vacation time, and other benefits are uncompetitive. And in a crisis, being 

mission driven will only take you so far. Staff need to know they can pay their bills and take time off to care 

for their kids or recharge their overused batteries.  

 

MMHSS Snapshot 

• 500 Guests served annually 

• Operates 24 hours / 365 days 

• Most successful shelter in state 

for positive discharge from shelter 

(85% success rate) 

• 64% of budget from private 

donations. 

• Currently exceeding usual 

capacity by 33% without 

additional investment in 

infrastructure 

• Need to improve pay & benefits 

to keep good staff 

• On-going staff training & 

development is a critical need. 

http://www.shelterme.org/
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In 2021, 65% of our funding will come from unpredictable private donations and grants. At our shelter, we 

serve approximately 5% of the state’s homeless population. If passed, LD211 would add approximately 

$150,000 to our revenues and this relatively small amount of money will have a big impact on how we are 

able to serve central Maine. 

 

How do we do this? First, in order to respond in a crisis unless you must have a strong team. We would invest 

in them. 

 

Second, we are essential to meeting the needs of vulnerable Mainers. General Assistance has been crushed by 

the weight of this need and many municipalities far exceeded their allocations by tens of thousands of dollars. 

And hundreds more vulnerable people don’t qualify for GA. Without the network of nonprofit shelters across 

the state, these Mainers would be left out in the cold. We make sure they are safe from harm and we need a 

well-trained workforce to carry out this work 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, rain, snow or sunshine. 

 

Finally, we need a second site. Because of the pandemic, we moved all our families – 25% of our service 

population – into hotels. The results have been nothing short of amazing and we need to sustain non-

congregate shelter for families in crisis. It will also allow us to transition to low barrier shelter for adults at our 

current site. But we can’t achieve these goals without a qualified workforce. 

 

I would love to say we’re close to ending homelessness. Sadly, far too many Mainers are in crisis for that to be 

realistic. But there is hope. This funding will go a long way to ensuring high quality emergency housing with 

compassionate and skilled staff is available to every vulnerable Mainer as soon as they need it.  

 

Thank you for your time and I am happy to answer any questions.  

 

 

 

 

Katie Spencer White 

 

 
 

 


